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**Synopsis**

Introducing the Penn Clinical Manual of Urology. This one-volume reference presents the key clinical information you need to diagnose and treat urologic disorders quickly and effectively. Brief, well-illustrated chapters combine an easy-to-read format with the comprehensive coverage you demand. This is a unique offering that deserves a place on every urologist's shelf. Find information quickly and easily with clearly presented algorithms, tables, and figures—a excellent resource for clinical questions and answers. Get the true high-quality information you expect in an easy access, quick reference format. Brush up or prepare for board review using the self-assessment questions at the end of each chapter.
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**Customer Reviews**

I bought this as an office reference for our family practice office before we signed up for UP to Date online. Useful, but not getting used much compared to Up to Date. I'd spend my money on the online resources.

This is a nice review over every major subject inside Urologic set. Although written in a pleasant form the content is quite basic as far as technical information is concerned. But still a good manual for quick reference which I believe is the main purpose of the book.
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